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National Exhibition of Design for Theatre &
Performance
Millennium
Galleries,
Sheffield,
17 October 2002 12 January 2003

Below
A Village Romeo and
Juliet by Frederick Delius at
the Teatro Lirico di Cagliari,
Sardinia, April 2002
Set and Costume Designer:
Jamie Vartan

2D>3D is a completely new national
exhibition of designs for a wide range of
contemporary performance, which include:
national and regional theatre, opera, dance,
musicals, performance art, community and
educational theatre, designs by fine artists
and site-specific work.
The 2D>3D exhibition, compiled by Peter
Ruthven Hall and Kate Burnett, builds on the
success of Make Space! and Time + Space.
The exhibition will showcase work made for
the award winning Crucible Theatre and other
innovative companies in the region such as
Wilson & Wilson Company, Opera North and
exciting new work from other parts of the UK
as well as major international productions by
British designers.
2D>3D reveals the seldom seen tools of
performance design such as stage models,
costume designs, storyboards and computer
visualisations which originated some
of today’s most visually stimulating
productions. Accompanying them are fabulous
costumes, masks, props and photographs of
the realised productions.
One of the things that struck me most about
2D>3D was the display of craft and ingenuity
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of those designing for the educational sector;
designers working through colour and
apparently simple sets in order to fire children’s
imaginations. Yet these sets still had to be
broken down and packed away in Transit vans
within half an hour of the show ending. There
was Keith Lodwick’s The Little Prince for
Streetwise Theatre, Ian Teague’s designs for
Henry V and Juliet Watkinson’s austere set
for Jago’s Box for the Sheffield Theatres’
education department. An example of a more
permanent set was that of Keith Dunne for
Pinocchio, presented by the Chicken Shed
Theatre Company. The model show a flexible
world of hidden doors and windows,
floorboards, clouds and props.
I was particularity intrigued by the Sean
Crowley’s model for James and the Giant
Peach. The combination of steel frameworks
and levels, set on polar revolves created the
movement of a city and the many locations
required for the story. However, Sean says that
“revealing the Peach became the significant
challenge within the design”.
Sophia Lovell Smith’s touring design for
Mushroom Man for The Hungry Grass Theatre
Company, demonstrated a simple but effective

Liberty Sprung Floor Panels
from Harlequin

Liberty, by Harlequin, is a sprung floor panel
system available for either permanent
installation in dance studios, or portable use
for touring. Other applications include
gymnastics and aerobics, stage floor, or
rehearsal room floor. Liberty sprung floors are
generally used in conjunction with a non-slip
vinyl dance surface selected from the wellknown Harlequin range of Cascade,
Reversible, Studio, Tempo or Fiesta. Designed
with performance safety in mind, Liberty is
suitable for a range of dance disciplines,
allowing performers to concentrate on their art
without fear of falling or injury.
The floor panels themselves are formed from
multiple layers of birch, bonded with waterproof
phenolic resins to form an 18 mm thick and
stable substructure for the vinyl surface. Each

full size panel has 45 dual density elastomer
blocks spaced at regular centers. These absorb
impact and give a consistently even energy
return over the entire surface of the floor.
Harlequin Liberty sprung floor panels combine
consistent shock absorption and uniform
suspension across the whole floor, with no hard
spots at the joints. Flexing is limited to avoid
disturbing neighbouring performers, while still
achieving the right degree of elasticity
demanded of dancers, but without any
excessive rebound – sometimes referred to as
the ‘trampoline effect’. Consistent shock
absorption has been shown to reduce the risk
of injury and enhance performance, making
Liberty a very user-friendly floor, which due to
the high technology composite construction is
also remarkably quiet in use.
Liberty panels are ideally suited for
permanent installations, but thanks to the
flexibility of the system, should circumstances
change, panels can be removed and re-laid
elsewhere - something that cannot be achieved
with traditional permanently installed sprung
floors or permanently glued dance surfaces.
And for touring applications, Harlequin has
even developed a storage cart for the safe
protection and storage of Liberty panels.

Zipchain from Serapid

Zipchain, now available from Serapid, is a
mechanical linear actuator composed of two
chains which, when assembled together, form
a rigid column able to transmit compressive
and tractive forces. It is composed of the two
chains along with an assembler and chain
storage magazines.
The chains are composed of pins and
specially shaped link plates to allow them to
mesh into each other to form a rigid column.
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The function of the assembler is to mesh two
chains together, serve as a guide, and transmit
power through a drive shaft and sprockets. The
chain storage magazines can be mounted on
each side of the assembler or on one side only.
Zipchain is patented, and is available in two
sizes: Zipchain 24 (24mm chain pitch) and
Zipchain 39 (39mm chain pitch).

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
Making Shows Happen
A Practical Guide by Peter Dean
Reviewed by Howard Bird

Components Co LED Birdies
for RSC

This is the latest volume of Crowood Press’s Theatre
books. There have been five other titles this year
including Stage Lighting Explained and Scenic Art
and Construction, reviewed in Update 43. They join
a stable of technical books from this publisher and I
cannot help think that there must be a degree of
repetition.
This latest tome, ably written by Peter Dean of the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama must cover
much of the same ground as its companion piece
Stage Management. There are twelve titles in the
technical list and if you add those to all the other titles
from other publishers there is a sense of overkill.
Peter Dean’s book is a thoroughly comprehensive
review of all the work involved in Production starting
with an analysis of what a Production Manager is
expected to do and the qualities he/she should
possess in order to achieve this.
He then takes us through all the work of the different
production departments, processes, preparation and
rehearsal. The text is clear and peppered with little
‘post-its’ which contain bite size bits of useful
information. It is well illustrated throughout with copies
of documents, schedules and drawings although I
found that the photographs had not reproduced very
well.
He includes a very useful chapter on Working
Safely, which includes a helpful section on risk
assessment. In two appendices he discusses Codes
of Practice for Theatre Access Equipment and Health
and Safety Legislation. I was disappointed that he
does not once mention the work of the ABTT. Surely
any Production Manager should be made aware of
the Association and its Codes of Practice?
One other quibble. I think he has missed an
opportunity to go into Career Development in any
depth. It is becoming an increasingly important issue.
He has small sections on how one’s career may get
you to a certain level but he does not go on to
extrapolate what might happen later in your career.
It might have been handy to list the options for
technical staff especially those who have got to forty,
want to have a meaningful external life, get paid
proper money for proper hours and no more allnighters.
A mention of the transferability of the skills of a
technician may be useful. The discussion of how
technicians might move into management, teaching,
manufacture and supply or getting out of the business
altogether could have had a bit of an airing. But ah! are Crowood planning to devote a book to that?

Shropshire-based The Components Co.
recently launched their new LED colour change
system - which is aimed at the entertainment
and architectural markets. The system is
comprised of two major components: light
source and control system.
The light source, called C-48, is a 50mm
circle designed to mount directly into any fitting
that utilizes the MR16 halogen lamp. Unlike
other MR16 LED inserts the C-48 has no
onboard electronic components. Instead it is
crammed with the things that matter – LEDs.
24 Red, 12 Green and 12 Blue 3mm hyper
bright clear-cased LEDs provide unsurpassed
output and effective colour mixing across the
spectrum. After 18 months of intense research
and development by The Components Co. they
claim that the C-48 is the brightest MR16 colour
mix insert on the market.
The control system, the DMX-9, is a 9 zone
dimmer specifically designed to control LED
lighting systems. Each zone incorporates an
individual Red, Green and Blue channel giving
a total of 27 controllable outputs. The DMX-9

Published by Crowood at £14.99
ISBN 1 86126451 8

LONDON’S THEATRES
by Mike Kilburn
Reviewed by Graeme Cruickshank
New Holland Publishers (UK) Ltd.
ISBN 1 84330 069 Hardback, 160pp., £24.99
The publishers of this new work describe it as
“sumptuous” and I have no quarrel with that. Some
might classify it as a ‘coffee table book’. If such it

were, it would require the accompaniment of the most
rare and superlative coffee. But it is much more than
that. In her foreword, Zoë Wanamaker calls it a
“magnificent celebration of London’s theatre” and a
celebration is just what it is, a celebration of the rich
variety of our heritage. London, unique amongst
capital cities, has an enviable stock of theatre
buildings and the superb photography of Alberto Arzoz
displays them in all their glory.
In his introduction, the author, Mike Kilburn,
explores the development of what is still the finest
concentration of theatre buildings anywhere in the
world. Although in London there are now but a fraction
of the number of theatres which existed a hundred
years ago, we still have an enviable range of
buildings, of all sizes, varying style and character,
capable of housing productions ranging from oneman shows and intimate revue to grand opera, ballet,
large scale musical theatre and much technical
wizardry.
Kilburn then gives us brief histories of forty-nine
working theatres in central London and adds four
“Non-working Theatres” (the Carlton, the Pavilion, the
Hippodrome and the Saville) for good measure and
architectural interest. Each individual theatre entry is
headed with bullet points concerning its architectural
history, listing status and items of special interest. It
would be surprising, in a work of such wide ranging
coverage, not to find one or two errors of fact or slips
of the pen and a few there are.
However the overall value of the book is in its
illustration. With over two hundred images, all in full
colour and the result, I believe, of three years work,
Albert Arzoz presents a panorama of this rich
heritage. He emphasises the visual impact and
atmosphere of the varied styles seen in buildings
ranging, in period, from the faux Elizabethan of
Shakespeare’s Globe, through Victorian, Edwardian
and Art Deco to the more recent Peacock, New
London, and Royal National Theatres as well as
adaptations such as the Donmar Warehouse and the
Young Vic. He does this not merely by giving us
standard views (and his are by no means ‘standard’)
of the facades, auditoria and possibly views of the
stage, but by presenting, in addition fascinating closeups of, sometimes tiny, details of architectural features
and decorative embellishments.
There have been many illustrated books about
London’s theatres, but never one which so captures
the richness of the fabric of our heritage.

THE LONDON THEATRE GUIDE
by Richard Andrews
Reviewed by Graeme Cruickshank
Publishers (UK) Ltd.
ISBN 1 23456789 0 Hardback, 160pp., £24.99
Several ‘pocket guides’ to London theatres have been
published in recent years, but this new one, compiled
and written by SMA board member Richard Andrews
contains much more supplementary information than
most, whilst still packed into a size convenient enough
to be carried as a constant companion.
The core of the book is obviously the listing of some
forty-nine ‘West End’ and other central London
theatres, with brief descriptions of the buildings and
‘thumbnail’ histories, indications of transport, parking
and other facilities and, of course, box office
telephone numbers and seating plans. Also listed are

